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 “Eligibility5010 is state-certified PA PROMISe MA eligibility software that we have implemented with various county 

government agencies and behavioral health providers, and will continue to do so.  We believe it is a mistake to not use a 

batch software for client reporting – and Eligibility5010 is efficient, cost-effective, comprehensive, flexible, and 

upgradable. It is a time-saver, and quite possibly a life-saver.”  Mark Alter, Data Analyst Southwest Behavioral Health 

Management, Inc.   

      

“.  I would not hesitate to recommend your product to anyone that I come across who needs to track and 

verify changes in eligibility status in a batch process, or simply verify coverage”  Neal Byrnes, IT Systems 

Administrator, New Directions Treatment Services, Work 610.758.8011 x120 nbyrnes@ndts.org      

 “Glade Run Lutheran Services  purchased and began to use Eligibility5010 about 10 years ago.  Since 

implementing this software we have saved paper, thousands of staff hours, and improved the accuracy of our 

eligibility verification due to the reporting capabilities.  We have been able to work with the developers to 

customize reports to our needs.  The developers are quick to respond to any changes in eligibility reporting, and 

are also forward thinking, anticipating changes and upgrading the software.”  Jayme Glover, Director of 

Information Systems, 9/16/2014       

        

“We use the Eligibility 5010 product to run daily Eligibility Verification checks. It enhances and nicely compliments our 

current Clinical Billing Software.  The eligibility database has helped to increase work productivity by providing an outlet 

that promotes better time management.  The staff from Midnight Sun Computing is excellent to work with and have 

made this process run smoothly for our organization.” – Jackie Jogun Administrative Supervisor Adelphoi Village 

  

“If your business relies on tracking client/patient eligibility and changes with their benefits, you need to have a software 

package like this that does all the work for you.”  Bob Billingsley, IT Director Mercer County BHC 
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